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Response of solar irradiance to sunspot-area variations 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Problem:	The	model	by	Preminger	&	Walton	mixes	variations	caused	by	solar	rotation	and	by	
true	sunspot	evolution.	We	want	the	latter	only.	

Solution:	We	separate	the	two	effects	two	by	taking	a	snapshot	once	every	solar	rotation	(every	
27	days)	

•Advantage	:	We	eliminate	the	effect	of	solar	rotation-induced	variations		

•Disadvantage	:	We	cannot	resolve	variations	occurring	on	timescales	<	27	days		

We	estimate	the	impulse	response	h(t)	by	using	SSI	observations	from	TIMED/SEE,	SORCE/
SOLSTICE,	and	SORCE/SIM	(2003-2015).	

Our	objective	

Can	long-term	solar	variability	(months	to	years)	be	adequately	reconstructed	by	
models	that	describe	short-term	variations	only	(days	to	months),	using	solar	proxies	?	

The	sunspot	area	(a	proxy	for	magnetic	flux	emergence)	is	widely	used	to	model	solar	irradiance,	
as	it	is	associated	with	a	deficit	of	irradiance	(in	the	visible)	or	an	excess	(in	the	UV),	or	a	mix	of	
the	two.	

1. Motivation 3. An improved impulse response model

Preminger	and	Walton	[2005-2007]	have	shown	that	the	spectral	irradiance	does	not	respond	
instantaneously	to	magnetic	flux	emergence.	The	delayed	response	can	be	adequately	described	
by	its	linear	impulse	response.

2. What we know
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with 10.7 cm flux

Problem	:	Past	studies	relied	on	a	classical	transfer	function	model	

	 	 SSI(𝜔)	=	DSA(𝜔)	×	H(𝜔)  
 
Solution	:	We	find	that	the	response	of	the	irradiance	requires	an	additional	(«	residual	»)	
contribution	R(𝜔)	that	varies	independently	of	the	sunspot	area	

	 	 SSI(𝜔)	=	DSA(𝜔)	×	H(𝜔)		+		R(𝜔)	

Consequence	:	SSI	variations	cannot	be	described	solely	in	terms	of	their	response	to	the	DSA.	
An	additional	term	R(𝜔)	is	needed,	which	evolves	differently.	Therefore,	models	that	rely	on	the	
DSA	only	(or	on	the	sunspot	number)	to	describe	SSI	variations	may	fail	at	longer	timescales.	

The	physical	origin	of	this	additional	term	R(𝜔)	is	currently	being	investigated.	

4. Can this model describe long-
term variations ?

The	magnitude	of	the	impulse	response	is	weakly	solar-cycle	dependent	

•Initial	brightening	during	flux	emergence	is	weaker	at	solar	maximum	=	lower	ratio	of	facular	
area	to	sunspot	area.	This	was	expected	[Foukal,	1993]	but	we	now	quantify	it.	

•Facular	brightening	(once	the	sunspot	has	vanished)	does	not	depend	on	the	level	of	solar	
activity	

5. Nonlinear response of the 
irradiance 

Impulse	response	h(t)	during	flux	
emergence	(t=0)	and	one	solar	
rotation	later	(t=27	days),	when	the	
sunspot	has	vanished.	

Three	levels	of	solar	activity	are	
shown:	low,	intermediate	and	high.	
Larger	DSA	corresponds	to	higher	
solar-activity	levels

Contribution	of	the	residual	term	r(t)	
to	the	variability	of	the	SSI	in	the	
FUV	band	(122-200	nm)

•We	provide	an	improved	model	of	the	response	of	the	SSI	to	changes	in	sunspot	area.	This	
model	avoids	spurious	variations	that	are	caused	by	solar	rotation.		

•The	impulse	response	clearly	reveals	the	competition	between	darkening/brightening	at	each	
wavelength.	

•SSI	variations	cannot	be	described	solely	in	terms	of	a	response	to	sunspot	area.	An	additional	
contribution	is	required.	This	has	two	important	consequences:	

✴We	can	establish	an	energy	budget	for	short-term	
variations	only	(a	few	months),	not	for	the	solar	cycle.	

✴Irradiance	models	that	rely	on	sunspot	numbers	or	on	
sunspot	area	only	may	not	describe	long-term	
variations	adequately

6. Conclusions
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overall solar darkening, the impulse response becomes stronger
(that is, more negative) toward solar maximum. This means
that an equal increase in sunspot area produces a stronger
darkening at solar maximum than at solar minimum. Such a
behavior of the impulse response function obtained for
different activity levels indicates that the ratio of facular area
to sunspot area is lower during periods of higher solar-activity
levels. This is in line with previous observations; see, for
example, Figure 2 in (Foukal 1993) and Figure 1 in
(Foukal 1998).

Interestingly, after one or more solar rotations the impulse
response is independent of the level of activity. This is because
while the initial response is caused by an increase in sunspot
area and any associated faculae, the later response is mostly
caused by the decay products of the emerged sunspots, and
those products do not depend on the level of solar activity.

Figure 10 shows that the nonlinear response at t=0 is not
just a matter of applying a static nonlinear correction to the
input (e.g., using the square root of the DSA as input). If this
had been the case, then the magnitude only and not the shape of
the impulse response h(t) would have depended on the level of
solar activity.

Figure 10 indicates that the dynamics itself (i.e., the
characteristic response time) is solar-cycle dependent. The proper-
ties of such nonlinear systems cannot be properly inferred from the
usual scatterplots between the driver and the solar response; they
require a system identification approach with nonlinear models

(e.g., Nelles 2001). Unfortunately, such techniques are much more
demanding in terms of data quality and volume; whether they can
be meaningfully applied to the 12 years of data used here remains
to be investigated.
Nonlinear effects may also manifest themselves in other

aspects, such as a solar-cycle dependence of the characteristic
response time, i.e.,an absence of time-invariance. Currently,
with the relatively limited amount of available observations and
the omnipresence of noise, it is unlikely that such second-order
effects can be properly quantified. In this paper, while we
acknowledge the possibility of these nonlinear effects, we thus
consider only the average linear impulse response and its
deviations.

5. Conclusions

The primary motivation of this study was to use the powerful
framework of linear system theory to better understand the
response of the SSI to sunspot-area variations.
We have discovered and presented several significant

methodological improvements to the linear impulse-response
model applied to sunspot-area changes (flux emergence) and
the corresponding effects on the SSI. We have obtained a
compact representation of the impulse response of the SSI to
sunspot area that is independent of artifacts due to solar rotation
via analyzing solar-rotational “snapshots.” We have shown that
a non-parametric model of the response of SSI cannot be
entirely described by h(t), but that a residual term is required.
This important term, absent in prior such works, describes a
major fraction of long-term variability. The existence of this
residual term implies that one cannot describe the full
variability of the SSI by solely using the sunspot area as input.
This has implications on the use of empirical models that rely
purely on the sunspot number: while such models perform well
for short-term variability (days to months), they may fail to
properly describe long-term (solar-cycle) variability.
Additionally, we have identified several physical results

regarding the solar response to sunspot-area increases. The
impulse response presented quantifies the global brightening
observed in the UV. In the visible and near-infrared bands, an
initial deficit of radiation is followed by a brightening, which
can be observed for three to five solar rotations. Uncertainties
associated with the relatively short (12 year) SSI data set time
span prevent observation of potentially lengthier decay
responses.
Nevertheless, we estimate a net energy budget for short-term

variability as a function of wavelength, showing in which
spectral bands sunspot-darkening outweighs facular bright-
ening. This energy budget includes uncorrected instrumental
effects inherent in the data, which may limit its interpretation.
We find that the response of the SSI is nonlinear with the

level of solar activity. This effect is mostly observed during the
initial occurrence of the spot; the facular brightening that
follows at solar-rotation times >t 0 is independent of the level
of activity. This indicates that the dynamical response of the
Sun is nonlinear and cannot be corrected simply by applying a
rescaling to the sunspot area.
There are two fundamental limitations to the conclusions

presented here. Data-length limitations prevent us from
drawing conclusions regarding solar-cycle variability since
we have only relatively short durations of measurements of SSI
variations. Methodological limitations of our linear model,
which captures most of the short-timescale dynamics of the

Figure 10. Magnitude of the impulse response h(t) at t=0 and one solar
rotation later for the FUV band (upper plot), the visible band (middle plot), and
the TSI (lower plot). Three values are shown, corresponding to three levels of
solar activity. The error bars represent±1σ.
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Impulse	response	
in	the	FUV	
(122-200	nm)

Impulse	response	
in	the	visible	
(400-700	nm)

Impulse	response	
of	the	TSI

In	linear	system	theory,	the	impulse	response	h(t)	describes	the	reaction	of	a	system	(here	
the	change	in	total	irradiance	TSI	or	spectral	irradiance	SSI)	to	a	trigger	(here	the	daily	
sunspot	area	DSA)	by	means	of	a	convolution	

	 SSI(t)	=	DSA(t)	*	h(t)	

In	Fourier	space	

	 SSI(𝜔)	=	DSA(𝜔)	×	H(𝜔)	

where	the	transfer	function	H(𝜔)	is	the	Fourier	transform	of	h(t).	

The	impulse	response	h(t)	tells	us	by	how	much	the	SSI	on	average	varies	after	a	sunspot	
that	would	last	for	one	day	and	then	disappear.	

What is the impulse response ?

Impulse	response	of	the	total	solar	irradiance	
(TSI)	to	the	daily	sunspot	area	(DSA)	
[Preminger	and	Walton,	GRL,	2005]
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Impulse Responses of Solar Indices to Sunspots

The central results of our study are the impulse responses
h(t) of the Sun to temporal changes in net sunspot area, which
are representative of varying solar-surface magnetic activity.

These impulse-response results are plotted in Figure 5 for the
SSI over different spectral bands and in Figure 6 for the other
solar observables. Each quantity’s impulse response can be
interpreted as the average variation in that quantity when the
DSA increases by one unit (i.e., 100 μhem) for one solar
rotation and then returns to its previous level for subsequent
rotations. Although h(t) is estimated for the full time span
(i.e., 163 solar rotations), we display it only for the first 20 solar
rotations, of which only the first few are significantly nonzero.

Figure 5 illustrates that an increase in sunspot area on
average initially generates an excess of emission in the shorter-
wavelength UV bands and a deficit in the NUV and longer-
wavelength bands, as indicated by the respectively positive
(excess) and negative (deficit) values of h(t) at t=0 in the
impulse responses; Figure 6 shows a similar initial deficit for
the TSI. The deficits are due to sunspot-darkening initially
exceeding the contributions from bright structures such as
faculae and plages at these wavelengths, despite those bright
structures generally appearing along with newly emerging or
increasing-size sunspots. We find these negative values occur
only at t=0, meaning facular brightening overwhelms
sunspot-darkening within one solar-rotation period.

Although this sunspot-darkening is a known result (e.g.,
Spruit 2000; Fröhlich & Lean 2004; Foukal 2013), our
approach shows it in a more compact and quantitative way:
h(t) quantitatively describes the average change in measured
SSI for a unit increase in sunspot area, and the method of using
27-day “snapshots” avoids the need for separately deconvol-
ving solar-rotational effects.

The impulse response for subsequent solar rotations ( >t 0)
describes the decay of the solar response to flux emergence
after the sunspot area has returned to its pre-emergent value.
We find that all spectral bands in Figure 5 exhibit an excess of
radiation after the initial t=0 response. This excess decays
with an average time of 3.0±0.7 solar rotations and is
associated with the gradual conversion of remnants of the
active region into enhanced magnetic network.

The decay can be tracked at best for 3–4 rotations before the
remnants of the active region are buried in the noise floor,
which is represented in Figure 5 by a shaded band. This noise
floor is obtained from surrogate data (Schreiber & Schmitz
2000): we generate a large ensemble of synthetic records that
have the same spectral properties and probability density as the
original input and output but have randomized phases in
Fourier space and thus are not causally related. From the
standard deviation of samples of 600 impulse responses we
obtain an indication of the level below which h(t) cannot
be meaningfully interpreted. With longer records and better

Figure 4. Scatterplot of the lowest nonzero frequency (4401−1 day−1) of the
Fourier component of the Mg II index ( w∣ ( ) ∣Y ) vs. that of the DSA ( w∣ ( ) ∣U ).
Here, we display the modulus solely for visualization purposes; the true
regression is done in complex space. Also shown is the linear fit, from which
the impulse function and the residual are estimated. The dashed lines
correspond to±one standard deviation of that fit.

Figure 5. The impulse response of the spectral solar irradiance due to the
emergence of sunspots is plotted for six spectral bands. h(t) is expressed in
Wm−2 per unit increase in the DSA, which is in 100 μhem. The shaded bands
denote amplitudes for which the impulse response cannot be meaningfully
distinguished from a randomly varying input. The width of this band, as well as
the error bars plotted, correspond to±one standard deviation.
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Impulse	response	h(t)	for	different	spectral	bands,	without	the	effect	of	solar	rotation.	Grey	band	=	level	of	
significance	(±1𝜎).

FUV	band	(122-200	nm):	  
facular	brightening	persists	for	3-5	rotations

MUV	band	(200-300	nm):	 
initial	competition	between	darkening	and	brightening

VIS	band	(400-600	nm):	  
initial	darkening,	followed	by	weak	facular	brightening

NIR	band	(600-2000	nm):	 
initial	darkening,	followed	by	weak	facular	brightening

NUV	band	(300-400	nm):	 
initial	darkening,	followed	by	facular	brightening.

EUV	band	(10-120	nm):	  
facular	brightening	persists	for	3-5	rotations

statistics, this noise level shrinks and the decay can be tracked
for longer periods; with the F10.7 index (for which observa-
tions started in 1947), for example, up to seven rotations can be
observed before reaching the noise floor.

The number of nonzero terms in the impulse response is
indicative of the number of solar rotations required for the
signature in the SSI due to a changing sunspot area to vanish.
Since only the 4–6 first terms of the impulse response are
significantly nonzero, we conclude that the SSI has little or no
memory of DSA variations by that same number of solar
rotations. That is, the SSI cannot be delayed with respect to the
DSA by more than a few months. We find no evidence for lags
of several years or completely out-of-phase responses of the
SSI, as suggested for example by Woods et al. (2015).

The shape of the impulse response in Figure 6 helps clarify
the behavior of solar proxies. The 30cm radio flux (or F30
index), for example, has recently been advocated as a better
proxy than the F10.7 for the UV (Dudok de Wit et al. 2014)
because it contains a stronger contribution from Bremsstrah-
lung, which is associated with UV-emitting bright loops above
active regions. Figure 6 shows that both F10.7 and F30 have a
bright peak at t=0 (which mainly comes from gyro-emissions
that are associated with the active regions) followed by a decay
that is considerably brighter in F30 than in F10.7. A
comparison of the impulse responses shows that the variability
of the F30 index is indeed considerably closer to that of the
Mg II index than to that of the F10.7 index.

4.2. The Residual Contribution

The residual contribution r(t) (see Equation (2)) describes
variations that cannot be reproduced by the time-invariant
impulse response. Most of the spectral power of r(t) is
concentrated in low frequencies, primarily capturing slow
variations on timescales of several months and longer. Note that
the slow variation of the residual contribution is an observational
result and is not imposed by our transfer function model. Figure 3
demonstrates that r(t) can describe sharp discontinuities as well.
Figure 7 illustrates the residual contribution r(t) for two

typical cases: in the FUV, where it captures approximately half
of the long-term variability, and in the visible, where it
accounts for almost all of the long-term variability. The
relatively large amplitude of r(t) is an important finding, since it
means that a significant portion of the variability in the
irradiance measurements cannot be reconstructed from changes

Figure 6. The impulse responses due to sunspot emergence are plotted for
various solar quantities: the radio flux at 10.7cm (F10.7) and at 30cm (F30);
the Mg II core-to-wing index; and the total solar irradiance (TSI). The shaded
band and the errors again indicate±one standard deviation.

Figure 7. The input DSA (upper plot) is modeled to three outputs, with the
observations (blue) and their residual contributions r(t) (red) shown: the solar
irradiance in the FUV (second plot); the solar irradiance in the visible (third
plot); and the TSI (fourth plot). The quiet Sun level has been subtracted from
each quantity. The 1σ uncertainty on r(t) is approximately one-eighth of its
amplitude.
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of the long-term variability, and in the visible, where it
accounts for almost all of the long-term variability. The
relatively large amplitude of r(t) is an important finding, since it
means that a significant portion of the variability in the
irradiance measurements cannot be reconstructed from changes
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various solar quantities: the radio flux at 10.7cm (F10.7) and at 30cm (F30);
the Mg II core-to-wing index; and the total solar irradiance (TSI). The shaded
band and the errors again indicate±one standard deviation.

Figure 7. The input DSA (upper plot) is modeled to three outputs, with the
observations (blue) and their residual contributions r(t) (red) shown: the solar
irradiance in the FUV (second plot); the solar irradiance in the visible (third
plot); and the TSI (fourth plot). The quiet Sun level has been subtracted from
each quantity. The 1σ uncertainty on r(t) is approximately one-eighth of its
amplitude.
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A	sunspot	that	lasted	for	one	solar	
rotation	only	and	its	impact	of	the	
total	solar	irradiance	and	on	the	UV.	

The	red	area	expresses	the	excess	of	
irradiance	produced	by	that	single	
spot.

For	more	details,	
read	[Dudok	de	
Wit	et	al.,	ApJ	
853	(2018)	197]


